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Summary
Deregulation and the intense competition accompanying it requires that utilities develop

enhanced marketing effectiveness. In meeting such competition utility companies run the risk

of either attempting to treat all customers in the same way through aggressive mass-

marketing, or neglecting the substantial volumes of small commercial and residential

customers by having their sales staff focus on large industrial customers.

We suggest that utility firms adopt a high-precision marketing approach to address wide

customer variety and broad customer demands. By utilising a Decision Style model to

segment, guide communication, and support customer bases, it is possible to accommodate

diverse customers by customising product offerings, presentations, and service. The purpose

of this paper is therefore to identify opportunities for improving utility-customer relationships

by matching market communication and product development to individual decision styles of

customers.

The main result is an outline of a set of interpersonal business customer interfaces and

automated mass-customer interfaces that accommodate individual decision-making habits

which in turn are seen as the key for gaining precision in the design of communications and

products/services intended to meet customer demands.



Introduction

The utility industry is undergoing fundamental change in terms of both deregulation and

technological innovation. But perhaps the most imposing challenge is neither technological

nor regulatory. It is adapting to the increasing sophistication of utility customers. It is difficult

to change from a stable and production-oriented market with captive “subscribers” to dynamic

shifting markets with increasing competition and ever more demanding customers. Utility

firms that grasp the marketing aspects, as well as the technological and regulatory aspects,

will likely win customers at the expense of utility firms who lose them.

The emerging competitive race is further complicated by the fact that utilities have quite

different customer groups each requiring different precise marketing and service efforts. The

largest industrial customers have already begun ”shopping around” for better energy deals and

this has been the first area where many utility firms have either begun winning or losing

customers. The competitive race is progressing to smaller commercial firms and is even

taking shape in residential markets (first with larger groups of residents, then with individual

households as technology develops, switching costs are reduced, and competition intensified).

For example, one of Europe’s largest rental and financial co-operatives, located in Sweden,

recently began exploring new negotiations for its 2TWh/year electricity volume.

Traditional consumer industries have evolved from production-orientation, to mass-marketing

orientations, to consumer segmentation and targeting strategies to accommodate ever

shrinking consumer market niches. Utilities firms have understood for some time that mass-

marketing efforts do not work well for larger industrial/business customers. Business

customers  demand higher precision in marketing efforts to communicate and provide

customised offerings (see Larsson & Passby, 1997; Sweet, Brousseau & Bigliari, 1997,

Sweet, 1997, in these proceedings).

Some of the largest utility firms in Sweden and Germany, for example, have begun a strategic

reorientation toward providing better, more specialised services to large customers. However,

all utility firms can accelerate their strategic reorientation by using high-precision approaches

regarding their largest customers, and also ”leap-frog” the mass-marketing-simple-



segmentation-sequence of consumer marketing, and proceed directly to high-precision

marketing for all their customers.

Gaining such precision in marketing requires a clear focus on key elements of consumer and

business decisions regarding energy. Such a focus can be guided by a ”decision style model”

of how individuals process information and make decisions in different ways. The purpose of

this paper is therefore to present one such approach for improving utility-customer

relationships by matching market communication and product development to individual

decision styles of customers. We will do this by presenting interpersonal business customer

approaches as well as automated mass-customer approaches that adapt to individual

differences in information processing, and thereby communicate and develop products which

suit customers in more precise ways

Developing customer relationships in the utility industry

The demands on service companies are dynamic (they change over time) and precision is

maintained by developing fluid and productive relationships with customers – both

industrial/commercial and residential. With industrial customers, relationships are usually

established. But these relationships can become strained under increased competition.

Enhancing these relationships requires a sophisticated and effective strategy. With residential

customers relationships more distant and ties between households and utility firms are weak.

Key elements in both cases are continuous relationships that must become increasingly

precise in delivering valued services over time.

We approach relationships to both industrial and household customers from a decision style

accommodating way, through the use of a Dynamic Decision Style Model of how people tend

to make decisions (Driver, Brousseau & Hunsaker, 1993; Larsson & Sweet, 1996).  The

rationale is that, whether household or business, energy use and selection of its supplier are

decisions, even if they are different in type, scope, etc.

This decision style model addresses how people tend to gather and process information. It

consists of two dimensions: 1) information use, i.e. amount of information sought/preferred

when facing decisions, and 2) solution focus, i.e. the tendency to generate/seek one or

multiple possible solutions to a decision. By combining these two dimensions we arrive at 4

basic decision styles, Decisive, Flexible, Hierarchic,  & Integrative. A fifth style has emerged



empirically, the Systemic Style, and a brief presentation of the model is presented in the

Appendix.

Each of the styles have certain preferences with respect to communication. Long explanations,

for example, are not necessarily preferred by a Decisive while they can be appreciated by a

Hierarchic style. The Decision Style approach can be utilised for accommodating styles of

industrial, commercial, and residential customers by tailoring communication and product

offerings to fit different styles.

We separate the use of the decision styles in high-precision marketing in larger business

marketing contexts  from consumer marketing contexts. A "Sales Partnering" approach for

industrial and (larger) commercial customers is recommend while an "Interactive Market

Learning" approach is recommended for household (and smaller commercial) customers (see

Figure 1)
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As seen in Figure 1 above, customer style accommodation is the focus of building

relationships for both industrial and household customers. We simply approach it differently

in the two different contexts.



Sales Partnering

Reaffirming relationships with industrial customers is essential in times of increased

competition. Matching the style of industrial sales people to those of their customers

increases sales performance and customer satisfaction. When the Decision Style of the sales

person corresponds to the style of the purchasing agent, interaction is likely to result in a

favourable customer relationship (Baderschneider, 1996). Baderschneider analysed style fits

between customers and sales representatives and correlated these to assessments of

relationship quality. In 84% of all customer relationships described as good by the sales

representative, the style of the sales representative and the estimated style of the customer had

at least one style dimension in common. For 53% of all problematic customer relationships,

the analysis of the style fit showed that the styles had no style dimension in common.

Learning how to recognise and accommodate customer style can lead to better results.

Sales Partnering consists of two parts, 1) workshops for style-accommodating competence

training and 2) software for ongoing interaction analysis, support, and enhancement, see

Figure 2.

Figure 2:
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The sales-partner workshop increases the competence of sales people in recognising and

accommodating customer decision styles. In the workshop, the sales person learns to



understand his/her own Decision Style, its strengths and weaknesses, and how it will effect

communication with other styles. The workshops gives training in how one can improve

communication and interpersonal chemistry with customers by accommodating their

particular decision styles.

We also support workshop activity with a ”sales partner” software tool that ”coaches” the

sales person in learning to recognise decision styles after the workshop. This ”coach” will

increase the precision of the sales person by helping collect style indicators over customers

over time. In addition it can suggest actions to take (and things to avoid) given the interaction

patterns of the decision-making style of the sales person in relation to the sales prospect.

The practical use of the Sales Partner software includes:

• a self-assessment of the sales partner so s/he can identify own strengths and weaknesses

and possible developments over time;

• a customer file where new customers can be added and entered customers can be viewed;

• customer assessments which are updated by the sales person as s/he learns more about the

customer.

• recommended sales approaches for certain customers given their as well as the sales

person’s own Decision Styles.

The Sales Partner software will in the future be linked with a Sales Partnering Manager

software, which will include style assessments of both the whole sales force and the customer

portfolio, as well as how these style relationships can be improved to increase sales

performance through further training, sales team-building, market segmentation, and customer

assignments.

Interactive Market Learning

It is not feasible to attempt to establish continuous interaction with hundreds of thousands of

customers via tens of thousands of sales staff. Thus high-precision in marketing to household

customers must be attained in a different manner. Such a system approaches ”mass-

personalisation,” which delivers a personal approach to larger numbers of customers.



Interaction between the utility company and households happens via several different

channels or interfaces. By seeing these channels as opportunities to learn about individual

styles and to accommodate them we create the opportunity for implementing a ”market

learning system” designed specifically to enhance precision in customer interactive business

processes. We have identified five different interfaces between the utility company and

household customers, from which indicators of decision styles can be derived, and through

which these can be accommodated. (see Figure 3 below).

Figure 3:
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Each of these interfaces creates opportunity for the utility company to learn about customers’

decision styles and accommodate them. For example, Figure 4 below, shows the outline for a

Style-Based Customer Survey which could be created to get ”standard and useful”

information about the customer satisfaction concerning products and services, while

simultaneously capture indicators regarding the customer’s decision-making style. There are

different strategies for doing this, but a powerful outcome could be to send questionnaires

designed specifically for different styles to those style types. This strategy ”meets” the

customer and increases the likelihood that they respond and appreciate the chance to do so.



Figure 4:
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Figure 5 below, shows the outline for Style-Accommodating Call Centre. Such a centre is

designed to deliver assistance to customers while simultaneously learn about their styles when

they call and request information, ask advice, register complaints, etc. Call centre staff can be

trained in recognising decision style indicators, already during the first telephone encounter,

and an initial style accommodation could begin. If these accommodations are recorded such

that if/when the customer rings again, the next service representative could have this

knowledge and accommodate the customer even more precisely. This could be accomplished

by collecting observations of each customer after each call with a software program leading to

a systematic learning and accommodating of customer styles over time. Such a system

therefore supports call centre staff as some kind of style "coaching.”



Figure 5:
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A Style-Accommodating Direct Marketing approach, see Figure 6 below, can be compared

with the style-based customer surveys. Anytime the utility company initiates communication

with the customer, it could do so in a style accommodating way, including designing special

offers that are targeted to specific decision styles. The approximation of the customers

decision style would be more reliable over time as customers respond or not to different

offerings.

 Figure 6:
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Figure 7 below, presents an outline for Style-Accommodating Electric Billing Service.

Traditionally, utility billing systems make relatively little distinctions between customers,

providing information required by law on the bill (e.g., tariffs, costs, changes in service, etc.)

usually in a ”style irrelevant” or ”style offending” way. Style accommodating bills, for

example, could, instead, add value for different types of decision styles. For example, some

styles like historical information, while others prefer projections. Providing the right

information on the bill will likely enhance customer satisfaction and likely loyalty.

Figure 7:
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Figure 8 below, shows an example of a Style-Accommodating Internet Website. A website

could be designed so that customers can choose the manner in which information is presented.

some customers, for example can choose simple and fast track information, while others

prefer complex and in-depth information. The actual use of the site could also add to the

decision style estimation of the customer.



Figure 8:
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Figure 9 below presents an Interactive Market Learning System. It integrates the various

interfaces reviewed above into a systematic means of learning about and accommodating

customer styles. The system integrates individual and organisational learning about customers

and their preferences. The system utilises a combination of ”multiple interfaces” with

customers which continually attempt to accommodate their individual styles. Integrating

multiple interfaces into a learning systems helps bridge gaps in often found between market

research activities (questionnaires, focus groups, etc.), sales, and service.

The interactive market learning approach offers the opportunity to focus each marketing and

service group on recognising and facilitating customer value in every interaction with him/her

by addressing the style in which s/he makes decisions. Increasingly precise indications of

customer decision styles can be accommodated by a portfolio of style-accommodating

offerings and market communication, sales, and service practices. Moreover, as customer

preferences change, this learning system will provide early signals as to the nature of the

changes, by decision-style, so that corrections can be made, and new offerings are developed

ahead of competitors.



Figure 9:
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Ongoing and future research

The systems of sales partnering and interactive market learning presented here are under

development. They are being researched by members of faculty and Ph.D. students two

Swedish Universities. Research is directed at issues of evaluation, effectiveness, and

implementation in organisations.

The approach is promising, and is unique to not only the utility industry, but any marketing

efforts attempting to capitalise on the advantages of new media and interactive systems. Sales

Partnering research has proved quite effective in understanding and building interpersonal

relationships. The decision-style model has been successfully used in management

development programs over the past 20 years at the University of Southern California, NASA,

Tetra Leval, Johnson & Johnson, Rockwell, Xerox and other companies. Applying the model

to marketing context is a unique contribution made by the authors and being reviewed by

others at Swedish universities and the University of Southern California.

Research addressing pilot consumer questionnaires is underway as with electric billing and

websites. You may contact the authors for more information.
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Appendix

Brief presentation of the Driver Decision Style Model.

In the model, information use of individuals consists of two basic patterns: satisficing  and

maximising. Satisficing implies the tendency to make a decision as soon as a sufficient

amount of information is found to make the decision. Maximising is implies continuing

information search until no more additional value is obtained from new information.

Solution focus also consists of two basic patterns: unifocus  and multifocus solution

generation. Unifocus behaviour is when one tends to generate/seek ”a single” solution to a

problem or decision. Multifocus behaviour is when one tends to generate/seek multiple

possible solutions to a problem or decision. These two dimensions, amount of information use

and solution focus create five different ”decision styles.”

The Decisive Style is a satisficer and unifocus style.. The Flexible Style is the satisficer and

multifocus style. Satisficing Decisives and  Flexibles come to a decision quickly (using

information sufficient to make a decision but not maximally). However, Decisives seek one

solution while Flexibles seek several. The Hierarchic Style is a maximising and unifocus

style. Maximum information is considered and one ”right” solution is sought. The Integrative

Style is the maximising and multifocus style, which uses a lot of information to create many

different solutions. The Systemic Style is a mix of a maximising style that generates multiple

solutions and then prioritises them from best to least best.


